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The workshop is open to all fellows of the nccr – on the move.
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Researchers that are funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation are required to make their 
data available when publishing research findings. What does this mean for researchers that work with 
qualitative methods? 

In quantitative research, secondary data analysis is widely used, but not so much in qualitative 
research. Furthermore, there is no straightforward way to anonymize data, especially not qualitative 
data. So why bother? We see the dissemination of carefully selected individual data as a means to 
advertise your research by publishing a thin thread that links, under your control, to the value of your 
qualitative work. 

In this training, we will discuss the available options and good practices of data management for 
ethnographers, anthropologists and psychologists, among other qualitative disciplines. After a 
presentation of possible solutions, we will discuss how administrative requirements and qualitative 
research can find common ground. The discussion will be based on the data management plans that 
have been elaborated in the nccr – on the move within the three last years.

The workshop is open to all fellows of the nccr – on the move. We suggest that you have a look at the 
data management plan of your project online: https://nccr-onthemove.ch/DataManagement/Inventory.pdf

The nccr – on the move is one of the first large-scale Swiss projects in social sciences that makes its 
data available. We can set a milestone and show how future projects can directly tackle this question. 
Do not miss out on this opportunity to discuss your research methods during this training.

Program

13:30 Short Introduction and Round of Presentations
 Robin Stünzi, University of Neuchâtel

13:45 Presentation and Discussion: Possible Solutions and Good Practices in Data Management
 Andreas Perret, Data Manager of the nccr – on the move  

14:30 Discussion of (Your) Practical Examples
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